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1. ·Introduction 

This brief document is intended to provide some background 

material for review by the participants prior to the workshop in July. 

No attempt has been made to summarize the present state-of-the-art in 

instrumentation suitable for repository application since this is one 

of the objectives of the workshop. Rather a number of questions have 

been posed which, the author believes, should be answered during the 

workshop. It is hoped that the participants will research these ques

tions and arrive at the workshop armed with relevant material suitable 

for inclusion in the final report. Input from the rock mechanics, 

hydrology, and geochemistry panels will be required for the proper 

functioning of this panel. The nature of the interaction will be discussed 

under Sections 2 and 4 of this document. 

Following sections will include: 

2. Observation and instrumentation - some philosophy 

3. Definition of pertinent terms 

4. Time frame of measurements 

5. Measurement program elements 

6. Data analysis 

7. Possibilities/limitations for long term measurements 

8. Quality assurance in instrumentation/measurement programs 

9. Conclusions/recommendations 



2. Observation and Instrumentation - Some Philosophy 

2.1 Introduction 

It seems appropriate before beginn~ng the task of describing 

present capabilities and recommending future efforts in measurement/ 

instrumentation for use in the selection, commissioning, and long term 

monitoring of nuclear waste repositories, to address the process of 

observation and instrumentation. A paper by Ralph Peck1presents some 

thoughts which are felt to be pertinent to our discussion. It is 

reprinted as Section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses mode11er-instumentation 

specialist interaction and Section 2.4 presents some reasons for making 

measurements. 
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2.2 Observation and Instrumentation: Some Elementary Considerations 1 

Critical Observations. In the early years of modern physics, 

the research workers who made significant contributions spared 

no time or effort to devise what they called critical experi

ments: single experiments that would decide conclusively be

tween two heretofore equally acceptable explanations of the 

phenomenon under investigation. The utmost ingenuity entered 

into the design of the experiments to assure that there could 

be no ambiguity about the results. Every variable that might 

obscure or spuriously influence tile findings was carefully 

eliminated or held under strict control. The key step in 

planning the experiment was finding the critical question. 

What one question, if answered negatively or affirmatively, 

would decide the issue? 

Field observations in applied soil mechanics are a far 

cry from critical experiments in physics, but we might do 

well ,to consider whether we could profitably emulate the 

physicists by at least asking critical questions. Instrumen

tation has become a catchword; field observations are recommen

ded profusely by professionals in applied soil (and rock) 

mechanics, and ar~ even looked on with favor by many clients 

who ultimately pay the bills. But do the sponsors qet their 

money's worth? Sometimes, unmistakably yes. All too often, 

no. 

A neqative reply may arise Ollt of faults in the instru-
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mentation or in the observational procedures, or it may re

flect failure to ask the instruments to provide the answer 

to any specific question. The measurements may be reliable, 

the devices may function perfectly, and an ample number of 

observations may be carried out. The information may even 

be exquisitely presented, but all to no useful purpose be

cause the data lack some vital quantity needed for understan-
. 

ding the significant happenings on the job. 

Indeed, more than a few projects seem to be provided 

with elaborate instrumentation at considerable expense on the 

hopeful prpmise that surely the results of such a praiseworthy 

endeavor will be capable of answering some question that will 

turn out to be of interest. With data in hand, the investi

gator searches for a question that the findings can answer. 

If he fails, and the odds favor that he will, he can hardly 

disguise the barrenness of the investigation. If pressed to 

state the question to be elucidated, he can sugqest only a 

va~ue qeneralit~·, such as improving the present state of know

ledge. How, he is not sure. 

Observations vs. Measurements. The foregoing remarks suqqest 

that measurements, even if dignified by callinq them the re

sults ·of instrumentation, do not in themselves make for im

proved understanding or better practice. They must be made 

with a purpose, a purpose that can be expressed in the form . 
of a question related in some way to an hypothesis. 

The emphasis should be on observation rather than instru

mentation. Observation is much the broader term and, in my 

view, includes instrumentation. Even with the most sophisti

cated instrumentation, other types of observation are essential. 
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In construction underground, where ~he engineer deals 

with materials having properties that vary not only in space 

but also in time, details of construction often have signifi

cant or even overwhelming influence on the behavior of the 

structure and of the surrounding soil. For an understanding 

of the behavior, these details must be observed and recorded. 

For example, the load in a strut in an open cut depends not 

only on the properties of the soil adjacent to the cut and 

the dimensions of the cut, but also on the sequence of con

struction operations and the interval of time between exca

vation at the location of the strut and actual insertion and 

prestressing of the strut. If the excavation proceeds beyond 

the location of the strut for a considerable distance and if 

a considerable time elapses before the strut is inserted, the 

load in the strut is likely always to be low in comparison to 

that in neighboring struts. On the other hand, if excavation 

is carried the least possible distance beyond the strut loca

tion and the strut is inserted and prestressed immediately, 

the load may be permanantly larger than that carried by neigh

boring struts. If there Is no record of the sequence of con

struction operations, complete with details about the config

uration of the excavated surfaces at various times, the results 

of the strut-load observations can be interpreted in only the 

brpadest terms and little can be learned about the interaction 

among construction procedures, soil properties and geometry.' 

No amount of sophistication with regard to the instrumenta

tion in measuring the strut load can remedy this defect. The 

observations are incomplete even though the measurements may 

be of great accuracy and reliability. 

An instrument too often overlooked in our technical 

world is a human eye connected to the brain of an intelligent 

human being. It can detect most of what we need to know 
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about subsurface construction. Only when the eye cannot dir

ectly obtain the necessary data is there a need to supplement 

it by more specialized instruments. Few are the instances in 

which measur~ments by themselves furnish a sufficiently com

plete picture to warrant useful conclusions. 

Sophistication. Today we posses instruments and techniques 

for measuring quantities that only recently could not have 

been determined reliably or even at all. Some of these in-

struments are delicate and expensive, but if the information 

is vital and can be obtained in no other way, they are strong 

assets in the application of the observational procedure. 

Nevertheless, sophistication is not an end in itself. The 

more complex the equipment, the greater the likelihood of 

malfunction. 

In my view, as a broad generalization, if one can with 

sufficient accuracy make a direct visual observation with a 

graduated scale, he should not use a micrometer. If he can 

use a micrometer, he should not use a mechanical strain gauge. 

If he can use a mechanical strain gauge, he should not use an 

electrical one. Mechanical instruments are to be preferred 

to electrical devices and simple electrical devices dependinq 

upon ,simple circuits are to be preferred to more complex elec

tronic equipment. That is, where a choice exists, the simpler 

equipment is likely to have the best chance for success. 

Often a choice does n6t exist. In principle, a piezo

meter may preferably consist of an open standpipe because 

such a device is more nearly foolproof than more sophisticated 

forms. The location of the point at which the pore pressure 

is to be measured, however, may make direct access impossible 

and a more sophisticated system is a necessity. Hence, the 
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use of simple rather than complex equipment is only an ideal. 

If one wishes to measure the movements around an openinq in 

rock, where the movements will be extremely small at best, 

and if one must measure the movements from a distance, nothing 

but a sophisticated system will serve. 

Unfortunately, not all sophisticated systems now on the 

market have actually stood the test of experience. Some very 

elegant devices have been designed and installed but they 

have failed to function correctly or for a lonq enough time. 

The makers of the devices have in many instances recognized 

the defect and have devised means that they hope will over

come the difficulty on future installations. The corrected 

device maY7 nevertheless, develop its own defects which will 

be learned only .at the expense of the organization that mak~s 

the next installation. To be sure, the~e is an element of un

certainty in any sophisticated installation, and no reputable 

instrument manufacturer would quarantee his device to be fool

proof under all circumstances. Yet, some manufacturers take 

many more pains to develop the equipment at their own expense 

than do others, and some types of instruments have been proved 

generally satisfactory under a wide variety of field condi

tions. Where a choice exists, instruments with established 

reliabiltiy deserve the preference. Where a measurement is 

to be made for which no reliable instrument is available, all 

parties should recognize the experimental nature of a new de

vice developed for the purpose. 

Conclusion. Field observations provide a powerful and some

times indespensable tool in applied soil mechanics. It con

cerns me that the legitimate use of instrumentation may be 

set back by a rising tide of disillusionment on the part of 

those who have been persuaded to embark on elaborate proqrams 
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that promise too much. It concerns me that too many proqrams 

are based on the number of instruments to be used rather than 

on the questions to be answered. It concerns me that sophis

tication and automation are substituted for patient proof

testinq of equipment under field conditions. To the extent 

that such practices prevail, they must be discouraqed so that 

the observational approach itself will not be discredited. 

We need to carry out a vast amount of observational work, but 

what we do should be done for a purpose and done well. 
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2.3 Modeller-Instrumentation Specialist Interaction 

Peck has very eloquently stated the need for a thorough evaluation 

of each project so that the objective of the observation/measurement 

is stated carefully, reviewed and understood, and that the proper tools 

are then chosen to do the job. Designs cannot, at least should not, 

be done in a vacuum. Rather it requires cooperation and coordination 

between the modeller and the designer. A feedback loop that might be 

followed is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, the greatest interaction 

occurs in the experimental design and evaluation of results phases. 

The latter may be done concurrently with field testing and then inter-

action occurs in that phase as well. The responsibilities of the 

modeller and experimentalist are very clear. 

Modeller 

Experimentalist 

Modeller & 
Experimentalist 

I 
Define the objective of the experiment. 
Assist the experimentalist in laying out 
the measurement program with his predictive 
model. 

I 
Understand the objective of the experiment. 
Know the capabilities and limitations of 
various instruments. . 
Present workable designs for evaluation. 

I
Be able to communicate effectively with 
words, figures, and drawings. 
Have a knowledge of the material being 
investigated. 

With this in mind, one can now define the roles of the participants 

at the workshop. For the first three days of the workshop, experts 

involved in the rock mechanics, hydrologic, and geochemical aspects 

of the waste disposal problem are meeting. For the instrumentation 

specialist (experimenters) to function properly, it is the author's 
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belief that these "modellers" must at the beginning of the instrumentation 

session: 

• Carefully define what they view to be the problems which require 
observation in their respective areas. 

• Carefully describe the models which they propose to use including 
input parameters. 

• Describe the magnitude of the quantities to be measured, the 
accuracy required, and the time duration. 

The experimentalists/instrumentation specialists can then respond to 

these remarks by describing (1) what is available, (2) what needs 

development and how it might be accomplished, and (3) the costs 

involved. 

Innovative interactive thinking should be the password for the 

session. 
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Figure 1. Interaction Loops. 
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2.4 Some Reasons for Measurement Programs 

The following are some reasons often given for performing 

measurement programs. 2 

• Diagnostic 

- to verify adequacy of design 

- to verify suitability of construction techniques 

- to diagnose the specific nature of an adverse event [What is 
happening, why it is happening, and helping to plan a solution] 

- to verify continued satisfactory performance 

• Predictive 

- to permit a prediction of behavior later on at the same job 

• . Legal 

- to establish a bank of data for possible use in litigation 

- to demonstrate a contractor's compliance with contract requirements 

• Research 

- to advance the state-of-the-art by providing better future designs 

Probably all apply in one form or another to the problem at hand. It 

is necessary and desirable, I believe, to keep these in mind throughout 

the discussions. 

One should consider the overall stated program objectives and how 

the measurement program should respond to each of the above items. 
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3. Definition of Some Important Terms 

3.1 Introduction 

It is important that all participants speak from the same basis 

when it comes to important terms such as accuracy, precision, sensitivity, 

etc. The following list of terms and their definitions are presented 

in the hope that they might provide such a common basis. 
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3.2 Definitions Pertaining to ncerta~nt~es 

1. Error - Deviation between the measured value and the true value. 

2. l~umerical error - Ari tr.metic differflnce between the measured ve.lue end 

the true vAlue. 

3. Rel~tlvp. error (also called .fractional error) - r&tio of numerical error 

to the true value. Sometimes stated in parts per million (ppm). 

l.t. Percentage error - Tne relative error fraction converted into percent • 

50cetimes stated in percent of full-scale output (%FSO). 

Example: The error in measuring a 10,000 or.m resistance cay be stated 

as a numerical error of 10 ohms, a fractional error 10/10,000 

or 1000 ppm, and a percentage error (10/10,000)(100%) = O.l~. 
5. Accuracy - degree of agreement between the measured value and the true value. 

That is, one mey SIIY the t al tho~h the true value of 9. ouanti ty is 

unknown, the meA.sured vRlue does not deviate more that a stated amount 

from this true vAlue. Accurate to 1% mep-ns the measured value is with

in 1% of the true value, end the percenta~e error is no more than 1%. 

Sometimes expressed in uni ts of the measured quanti ty, or 8S "wi thin 

± ... ~:FSO~ 
6. Precision (also called reproduci bili ty and repee.ta.bili ty) - degree of ftgree-

ment between repeated measurements of the same quantity. Sometimes 

expressed "wi thin ••• %F50." The number of significant figures quoted 

for a measurement reflects the precieion of the measurement; thus 

1.0000 indicntes a higher 'PreCision than 1.0, B.nd conversely, a recorded " 

measurement should reflect the precision of the instrument used. The 

fact that an instrument yields a measurement to three significant 

figures is no assuranCe that it is accurate to 1%: conversely, it is 

. pOintless to s.ttempt to obtA,in a reading to three Significant figures 

from an instrument known to be accurate to only 10%. 
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Exrunple illustrating the difference between precision end Rccura.cy. 

The bull's eye renresents the true value. 

Precise but not 
accurate 

Not precise but 
average is accurate 

PrE-cise l'lS well 
e.s accurate 

7. Resolution - smallest chtmge in the rending of AIl instrument which is 

observable as Ii measurement is m&de. Depends on the fineness of 

scale division markings. 

8. Sensitivi~ - smallest oup~tity observable as a measurement is made. 

Usually exoressed in units of the ouantity being measured. 

9. LineRrit~ - deviation of 8 plotted response from a streight line. 

Sometimes expressed "within c\':FSO II ••• it' • 

10. HYsteresis - the summation of all effects, other thp~ backlash, wherein 

the measurement yields different values when the same vRlue of input 

is applied first in an increasing p.Jld then in fl. decreAsing direction, 

or vice verSB. Sometimes exoressed in )bFSO. 

11. Noise - a convenient blAnket word' used to cover a ve.riety of electrical 

And magnetic effects which ere all due to the rAndom fluctuations 

of the constituent pArts of matter. Noise often causes difficulty 

in detecting small electrical outputs from transducers. 
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3.3 A Classification of Errors 

1. Gross errors - mB,jor blunders, carelessness, fatigue, not noting rf.n~e 

on mul Urange instrument, wrong scale, trf'lnsposi tion of numoers when 

recorded ( 61 instead of 16). Detected Qy having more than one 

operator each taking severll.l sets of readings. 

2. Systematic errors (plso called bias) - recur in the S~e manner in 

succescive measurements of the same auantity under the seme conditions. 

(a) Instrument errors - misuse of instrument; incorrect calibration 

means consistently hi~h or low readings. With time and use, 

the original calibration will no longer apply, hence 

periodic recalibration is required. The a.ccuracy of such 

calibrAtions imposes s. fundamentB.llimit on the accuracy of 

any measurement made with the instrument. 

(b) Enviroruoentnl errors - caused by external conditions such as heat, 

moisture, vibration, pressure, unusual mounting procedure, 

corrosion, overload, lifetime, etc., such that component 

values may change in an unexpected way. 

(c) Observational errors - these cover variations between observers 

using the same instrument for several sets of mee.surements, 

including parallax error in reading a scale or in noting a 

null condi tion and c.ifferences in interpolating between 

scale markings when the scale is nonlinear. 

3. R~dom errors - the residue of deviations from the true values after • 

corr~ctiono have removed the gross and systematic errors: the 

residue is the accumulation of me~v small effects and can only be 

analyzed s ta. ti s tically: 
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4. Time Frame of Measurements 

As stated before, the basic problem under consideration is that of 

siting, constructing, commissioning, and long term monitoring of a nuclear 

waste disposal site. 

It turns out that this single problem has several phases each of 

which must be addressed by the workshop participants in terms of data 

collection and instrumentation. There are five phases which have been 

defined in this report for the purpose of discussion. They are: 

Phase 1 - Site Evaluation 

Phase 2 - Construction 

Phase 3 - Precommissioning Trials 

Phase 4 - Postcommissioning (Near Term) 

Phase 5 - Postcommissioning (Long Term) 

Simple diagrammatic flow charts of each of these phases are given in 

Figures 2 through 6. An attempt has been made to indicate the types 

of decisions that might be made in each phase to guide the thinking 

regarding the types of measurements to be made and their significance. 

In all phases the same ~ of measurement might be made, for example 

deformation change, but the method of measurement and type of instrument 

(sensor) might be quite different. It is requested that for each phase 

the participants answer the questions. 

1. Why measure? 

2. What measure? 

3. How measure? 

4. Where measure? 

This should be done first in general terms, i.e. stress, temperature, 



deformation, permeability, etc. and then in specifics. There are 

constraints, of course, which narrow the possibilities somewhat. 

A more complete discussion of these factors is presented in the 

following section. 
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Figure 2. Phase I - Site Evaluation 
Objective: To find suitable site for waste repository. 

Project Initial .. Suitability Management 
Decision 
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Drilling/ 
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Figure 3. Phase II - Site Construction 

,. 

Objectives: To construct the site with minimum 
disturbance to surrounding rock and further evaluate 
site suitability. 

Decision 
Project .. Regarding 

Management Site 
Suitability 

, 

Construction/ ... • Planning Modellers 

~ 
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Site 
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Figure 4. Phase 3 - Pre Commissioning Trials 

.. , 

Trial 

Objective: Determination of response of rock containment 
repository to simulated cannister loadings containment. 

Project Commissionings .. 
Management , Decision 

... 

Emplacement of 
Simulated or .... .. Modellers 

Real Canisters 

~ 

• 
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Data I nstru mentation/ 

Analysis Observation 
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Figure 5. Phase 4 - Post Commissioning (Near Term) 

Remedial 
Action 
Needed 

Objective: Evaluation of containment status of repository. 

Project 

Management 
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Status 
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Repository 

OK 
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Instrumentation/ 

Observation 
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Figure 6. Phase 5 - Post Commissioning (Long Term) 
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Objective: Evaluation of containment status of repository. 
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5. Measurement Program Elements 

5.1 Introduction 

The thinking process that is used in developing an instrumentation 

design normally contains, among others, the following elements: 4 

• What is the behavior of the structure which must be studied to 
insure adequacy of design and performance? 

• What types of measurement are best able to indicate this behavior? 

• What order of magnitude of quantities, sensitivity, and accuracy 
must be measured? 

• What are the types and reliability of instruments available to 
measure these quantities? 

Some additional elements of particular relevance to this workshop and 

the waste storage problem are: 

• Where can and should the instruments/sensors be located given 
the special characteristics of the materials and the potential 
problems involved? 

• How many instruments (instrumentation types) should be used to 
provide long term measurement capability? With respect to quality 
assurance, is there some way to determine this except on the basis 
of cost? 

• How can the sensitivity, calibration, and basically working 
condition be verified during a long term experiment? 

• Rather than be constrained to presently available (generation #1) 
instruments, what techniques/instruments will be available in the 
future? How can this instrumentation be incorporated into existing 
repositories? The basic question is how the sensing process can 
be made to be dynamic in terms of response to improvements. 

• Are there ways of evaluating and predicting the continuing perfor
mance of instruments on a time-scaled basis? (i.e., can we "age" 
an instrument prematurely in the laboratory or field to compile 
lifetime data over short time spans?) 

• How can the process of the specialized equip~ent development be 
encouraged? How much funding is required? What are the most 
promising areas of consideration? How much funding is required? 
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In what time span is it reasonable to expect results? 

Each of these questions should be addressed by the workshop panel. 

As indicated earlier, a careful definition of objectives must precede 

the discussions as well as a careful indication of constraints. It is 

important to know, at least as well as possible, the goal being sought 

and the known boundary parameters so that attention can be focused. 

5.2 Measurement Objectives 

A short but thorough presentation should be made by the modelling 

panels as to what they view the measurement objectives to be. This 

should be broken down into phases such as indicated in the previous 

section. Best estimates regarding the magnitude of the quantities to 

be monitored and the changes expected with time should be given. 

5.3 Repository Constraints to Measurement 

Input regarding best present estimates of repository size, 

geometry, depth, construction and operating details, and the nature of 

the waste material (heat generation, radioactive characteristics, etc.), 

should be presented to workshop participants as background information. 

What regulations (borehole plugging, etc.) dealt with site access? 

5.4 Available Techniques/Instrumentation 

With the background information from Steps 5.2 and 5.3, the panel 

should concentrate first on summarizing presently available technology. 

Forms similar to those in Appendix B--but more 

extensive--should be prepared. In addition, particular attention should 

be placed on documenting past field experience of instrumentation use 
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over long time periods under adverse environmental experience. Hence 

in addition to manufacturers and research laboratory type of instrumen

tation specifications (Appendix B), a user's scorecard should also be 

compiled. The types of failures observed would suggest needed improve

ment areas. Maintenance records on borehole logging tools might indicate 

their reliability. Experience gained in instrumentation development 

from various industries, for example aerospace and the military, could 

contribute greatly to the behavior of similar type instrument components 

under adverse environmental conditions. Basically the panel should try 

to identify the potential source material/industries which have had 

related experience. 

5.5 Present Requirements - Present Capabilities 

By comparing the present measurement technology to the requirements 

discussed by the modellers, a status report can be written. It is 

obvious that a gap will exist between what is desired and what is 

available if nothing else but in the area of long term reliability 

experience. 

5.6 Closing the Gap 

The workshop participants should then consider means of closing 

the gap. Basic or applied research? In what mix? Level of funding? 

Priorities? 

5.7 Innovative/Creative Thinking 

Before the end of the meeting time should be set aside for brain

storming by the participants on the topic of innovative observation 



of a waste repository behavior without the artificial and actual 

constraints imposed to this point. 



6. Data Analysis 

The data interpretation and analysis is one of the most important 

steps of a monitoring program. Unfortunately it may get neglected 

. 5 S1nce: 

• Planning and installation phases tend to command the available 
time and money 

• The volume of data may overwhelm an understaffed program 

• Interpretation of data may be left to untrained or inexperienced 
individuals who overlook significant trends 

• The data may be sent to another group where the individuals involved 
may look at it weeks or months later 

• Data interpretation may become too routine especially if the 
measurements are long term, and the minor fluctuations that 
herald a major problem may be overlooked. 

There is a considerable volume of data expected from the experiments 

presently underway and planned. It is apparent that interest will be 

very high in the data collection period just after turn-on and during 

major changes in the operating conditions. However, without a carefully 

coordinated program of data interpretation which assigns technical 

individuals the responsibility of keeping track on a day-to-day basis 

of the data, the subtle changes may very well be lost or discovered 

only after a long time span. It is felt that recommendations regarding 

the data collection process are in order both for the test sites and 

also on the long term basis for actual repositories. There are 

several levels of data interpretation, some of which are submitted 

for discussion below: 6 

1. Initial review to verify that measurements were taken in accordance 
with correct procedures and calculations are correct. 

2. Initial review to check for development of new or accelerating trends. 
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3. More detailed review of a series of readings, comparison to 
geologic conditions, and construction or other applicable 
physical features. 

4. Comparison to theories or mathematical models. 

5. State-of-the-art interpretation involving development of new 
theories, detailed comparisons to analysis of sophisticated 

. methods and program of related laboratory and field testing. 

Should such data collection/interpretation be done by the site operator? 

Universities? Government labs? Basically "Who is the keeper of the 

keys?" 
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7. Possibilities/Limitations for Long Term Measurements 

Although instruments have been installed and read over a period 

of many years, the number of examples are few and the time spans short 

compared to those suggested for repositories. It is obvious that some 

very special thinking will have to be done concerning the present and 

future possibilities and limitations. The observed changes may be so 

subtle that the question as to whether they are indeed "true" changes 

or an instrument change such as drift, calibration modification, corrosion, 

etc. arises. Remote sensing of the repository from "safe" locations 

might be one answer. Back up (redundant) instrumentation is another. 

A third might be an in-site calibration procedure done remotely. 

With backfilling of the repository chambers, any later access will 

be extremely limited. Therefore the thinking must be done now with 

provisions being made for the future use of instruments/techniques not 

yet designed or developed. 

In that same vein, efforts must be made to preserve 

"knowledge" about a site (as opposed to data) gained during the 

stages preceding sealing or backfilling. This "site knowledge" may 

prove to be very important if action requiring data is generated. 

Therefore extra attention must be paid to techniques for preserving and 

quantifying site "observations." 
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8. Quality Assurance in Instrumentation/Measurement Programs 

Great emphasis, and rightfully so, is being placed upon quality 

assurance in the nuclear waste disposal program. There is question 

as to exactly what this means in terms of geotechnical instrumentation. 

It is felt that careful consideration should be given to this topic 

at the workshop. Quality control specifications for the instruments 

themselves do presently exist (an example is given in Appendix A). 

However, once an instrument is installed in a borehole for example, how does one 

evaluate whether a so-called erratic reading is due to (1) instrument 

failure, and/or (2) poor installation procedure, and/or (3) actual 

rock behavior. 

In this program, quality assurance should mean the quality of the 

installed instrument, but how is this to be evaluated? 
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9. Conclusions/Recommendations 

It is expected that the conclusions/recommendations from the 

workshop will provide answers to many of the questions raised in this 

pre-workshop document and to many others discussed at the workshop 

itself. At the very least, areas requiring further attention should 

be clearly identified, priorities established, and a course of action 

identified. 
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APPENDIX A 

Interim Quality Control Specification for Procurement of 

Geotechnical Instrumentation for Use During Construction Monitoring 

of Soft Ground Rapid Transit Tunnels. 7 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The following Quality Control Specifications utilized MIL. 
SPECS. and Federal Standards as guidelines. Copies of r1IL. 
SPECS. can be obtained by telephoning the Naval Publications 
and Forms Center at (215) 697-3321. 

2. SCOPE 

The purpose of this Quality Control Specification is to 
define and standardize the requirements for geotechnical 
field instrumentation. The provisions of this specification 
are not intended to limit or inhibit advancement in the art of 
electrical or mechanical engineering but rather to ensure 
uniformity, long life of equipment, ease and low cost of 
maintenance, and safety. This specification is an interim 
measure, for use pending preparation and publication of a 
complete self-contained Quality Control Specification for 
Instrument Procurement. This interim specification is intend
ed for use as a guide to direct the attention 0: ~anufacturers 
and users towards those factors which are critical in manufac
turing geotechnical instruments for use during construction 
monitoring of soft ground rapid transit tunnels. 

It is recognized that not all parts of this specification 
are applicable to all geotechnical instruments. However, 
geotechnical instruments must conform with all applicable 
parts of this specification. 

The specification covers the mechanical, electrical, cali
bration, quality assurance and documentation requirements of 
all geotechnical field instrumentation. 

3. MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Packa9ing 

Ca) Packaging of the electronic assemblies must ensure 
that the unit will operate in an outdoor environment of dust, 
rain and snow without additional covering protection. The 
housin9 itself must meet the waterti9htness requirements of 
MIL-STD-I08E and construction requirements of MIL-T-21200 with 
the exception of the provisions for reinforced corners, mount
-in9 feet and stacking. All control shafts and penetrations of 
housin9 and panels must be sealed to meet MIL-B-5423. 

(b) The housing and control panel must be free of sharp 
edges and burrs that would lead to personal injury. 
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(c) The housing and control panel must be resistant to 
dents, scratches, rust, chemicals and petroleum products. 

(d) The housing must be provided with a manually operated 
relief valve to protect against condensation during altitude 
and temperature changes. 

(e) Convenient carrying handles must be provided on each 
housing or container. 

(f) All chassis assemblies must utilize industrial stand
ards for locking devices on assemblies that can be disassem
bled. 

(g) The unit must be packaged to withstand both air and 
ground transport without additional packaging. 

(h) Materials must be selected to minimize the effects of 
galvanic corrosion between dissimilar metals. If contacting 
metals are not adjacent in the galvanic corrosion series, they 
must be separated by use of an inert intermediate material or 
by passivation methods., 

3.2 Connectors, Panel Controls and Hardware 

Ca) Control knobs must meet the requirements of 
MIL-K-3926A and/or MS9l528C. 

(b) Control knobs must be resistant to rust, chemicals and 
petroleum products. 

(c) Control knobs must have a positive lock feature that 
ensures they cannot be pulled from or rotated on their mount
ing shafts. This locking feature must be equivalent to spec
ifications FS-103 'and MS9l528. 

(d) All controls and connectors must be permanently 
labelled and identified. 

(e) All hardware mu.st be corrosion resistant and should 
meet MIL-STD-202 or equivalent commercial standards. 

(f) All housing and panel connectors must be an environ
mental outdoor type and meet the requirements of MIL-C-26482. 

(g) Connectors that are protected by the housing cover 
when the unit is closed must be provided with a dust cover. 
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Ch) Connectors that penetrate the housing must be pro
vided with a dust cover that is permanently attached to the 
housing or connector. 

3.3 Accessories 

Accessories are defined as the interconnect equipment re
quired to operate the field equipment as a system. 

Ca) Cabling must be of the outdoor variety and be resist
ant to cold flow, abrasion, chemicals, and petroleum products. 

Cb) Cabling must be flexible and withstand weathering 
through a temperature range of -20 0 to +80 0 C. 

ec) Cabling breakdown voltage must be rated for or exceed 
the expected voltage in system use. 

Cd) If cable splicing is required, a linesman splice must 
be used. Individual conductors must be insulated with sleev
ing or shrink tubing of the irradiated polyolefin type. The 
entire splice must be further protected with an over~ll outer 
jacket. If the cable is to be submerged in water or embedded 
below the ground surface the overall outer jacket must be pre
pared using a commercial electrical waterproofing kit of the 
Dow Corning, G.E. or AMP type or similar. If a commercial kit 
is used, certified test data must be submitted to the user de
tailing procedures and results of appropriate performance 
tests. If the cable is neither to be submerged in water nor 
embedded below th~ ground surface, an overall outer jacket of 
shrink irradiated polyolefin tubing may be substituted for the 
commercial electrical waterproofing kit. 

ee) Cable connectors must meet requirements of MIL-C-
26482. 

(f) All cable connectors must be provided with a dust 
cover permanently attached to the connector or cable. 

(g) All accessories must be packaged in a container for 
easy control and transport. 

(h) All electronic accessories must meet the electrical 
and mechanical requirements covered in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 
above. 

(i) Mechanical accessories, e.g. cable reels, support 
stands, etc. must conform to the requirements of Sections 
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3.1 (b), 3.1 (c) and 3.1 (e) above. 

4. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 Power 

(a) All units must be capable of operating from an inter
nal rechargeable battery. 

(b) The internal battery must be capable of being re
charged overnight without removal from the unit. 

(c) The battery pack must be replaceable in the field 
without the need to solder. 

(d) The unit must be capable of operating from an auxil
iary D.C. source. 

(~) If the unit is capable of being operated from a llSV-
230V AC source, it must meet the U.L. Requirements for Outdoor 
Electrical Equipment. 

(f) If the unit is fused for external protection, the 
fuses must be replaceable without disassembly of the unit. 

(g) Low voltage cutoff should be provided to extend 
battery life. 

4.2 Printed Circuit Boards (P.C. Boards) 

(a) Boards must be of the glass epoxy type. 

(b) All P.C. boards must be interchangeable from one unit 
to another to facilitate field maintenance. 

(c) All contacts must be gold-plated to provide maximum 
resistance to oxidation and intermittent operation. 

(d) P.C. edge card connectors must be of the self-wiping 
bifurcated contact type. 

(e) P.C. boards must have a mechanical lock and guide 
mechanism to ensure proper retention and alignment during 
transporation and use. 

(f) If the equipment is intended for use in a tropical 
climate, P.C. boards must be coated with a fungicide or con
formal coating. 
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4.3 Wiring and Cabling 

Ca) All wiring must be resistant to cold flow, abrasion, 
chemicals and petroleum products. 

(b) Insulation resistance and voltage breakdown must be 
compatible with system requirements. 

(c) Where wires and cables pass over or through metal or 
sharp edges, the wire or cable must be protected. 

Cd) All wiring and cabling must be laced or positively 
positioned by clamps and ties in accordance with good manuf
acturing practices. 

ee) Wiring and cabling must facilitate easy field mainte
nance, assembly and disassembly of the unit. 

ef) Interconnecting cable between sensor and readout unit 
must have an operating temperature range from -20 0 to +800 C, 
and have good resistance to solvents and hydrocarbons. The 
outer jacket must be flexible, weather resistant, flame re
tardant and must resist abrasion and cold flow. 

5. FACTORY CALIBRATION AND QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 Each manufacturer must provide a Master Calibration 
(Tests Required) sheet with each instrument. The calibration 
frequency must be clearly specified by A calibration sticker 
placed on the unit. 

5.2 Certification must be provided by the manufacturer 
with each unit that his test equipment is calibrated and 
maintained per the test equipment manufacturer's calibration 
requirements. 

5.3 Completed copy of Quality Assurance final inspection 
report must be provided with each instrument. The report must 
be in the form of a check list such that the user is assured 
each and every inspection .and test detail has been accom
plished. 

5.4 Wherever feasible the manufacturer must provide in
place calibration check features for permanently embedded or 
attached instruments such that correct functioning may be ver
ified in place. Wherever feasible the features must permit 
checking both of the "zero" reading and the slope of the cal-
ibration curve. . 
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6. DOCUMENTATION 

Each instrument must be provided with an Instruction Manu
al that contains at least the following: 

6.1 Theory of Operation 

(a) Purpose of instrument 

(b) Basic measuring principle of instrument 

(c) Sketches and block diagrams, depicting typical appli
cations. 

Cd) Limitations of system 

(e) Factors that affect accuracy 

(f) Specification sheet 

6.2 Installation Procedure 

(a) List of all materials, tools and spares required 
during installation. 

(b) Step by step procedure for installation. Alternative 
procedures may be required if installation methods are de
pendent on application or on field conditions. 

Cc) Statement of necessary measurements or readings re
quired during installation to ensure all previous installation 
steps have been followed correctly. 

(d) Statement of all factors which should be recorded 
during installation for later use during data evaluation. In 
many cases this requirement can best be met by use of a stand
ard form to be completed during installation. 

6.3 Reading or Operating Procedure 

(a) Step by step procedure for equipment set up and turn 
on requirements. 

(b) Explanation of function of each connector and 
control. 

(e) Cautions pertaining to personnel and equipment 
safety. 



Cd) Statement of procedure for obtaining initial (after 
installation) reading. 

Ce) Statement of procedure for obtaining readings subse
quent to initial reading. 

(f) Statement of construction or environmental factors 
which should be recorded whenever readings are made in order 
to permit an analysis of cause and effect. 

(g) List of materials and tools required during reading 
procedure. 

(h) Field data sheet. 

(i) Sample completed field data sheet. 

6.4 Data Calculation and Presentation Procedure 

(a) Instrument calibration data 

(b) Data calculation sheet 

ec) Step-by-step calculation procedure 

Cd) Sample data calculation 

(e) Alternative nlethods of data presentation (graphs, 
tables, etc.) 

(f) Sample data presentation 

(g) Notes on data interpretation 

6.5 Maintenance 

(a) Step-by-step acceptance test procedure to be accom
plished by user on first receipt, to ensure correct functioning. 

(b) Disassembly instructions to field maintenance level. 

(c) Battery service instructions, if required. 

(d) Procedure for check calibration in-place of permanant
ly installed instruments, including equipment required. 

(e) Procedure for check calibration of portable instru
ments, including equipment required. These procedures must be 
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in such a form that check calibrations can be performed by the 
user or by local calibration houses, thereby avoiding the 
necessity of returning instruments to the factory for calibra
tion. 

(f) Frequency of required calibrations. 

(g) Recommended spare parts list, including consumables. 

(h) List of part numbers and manufacturers of standard 
parts to facilitate local procurement by user. 

(i) Trouble shooting guide: 

List of failure indications and probable cause 

Corrective action requirements for each listed 
failure 

Block and schematic diagrams of subsystems. 
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APPENDIX B 

Tabulated Characteristics of Various Geotechnical Measurement Techniques 8 



TABLE J. SURFACE MONUMENT 

Ref. Manufactu re r 
Inalrunu:mt No. IDes ilzne r I PrinciDle of Oneralion Advantallea Limitations Accural.:Y Reliability 

Surface I-I Loloal Marker on surface. Vert- Sinlple and inexpen- Recorda 8urface move .. :t:O.l" Excellent 

Munument ieal movements measured sive. Can be used ments only. Requires 
at intervals by taking to measure both survey crew. 
level readings using re- horizontal and vert-
mute bench marks. ieal movements. 
Horizontal movements by 
conventional 8U rvey 
melhodl. See Fig. I-I. 

TABLE 2. SINGLE POINT VERTICAL TUBE SETTLEMENT GAUGES 

Settlement 2-1 Local Steel or wood baBe plate Simple. Inte rCere. with filling :t:O.3" Poor, due to 
VlatCorm placed prior to filling. ope rations. Ve ry damage 

Steel pipe extended ve rt- 8ulceptible to damage. potential 
ically through Cill mater- Requi res survey crew. 
ial. Elevation oC top of 
rod gi vea aettlemenl 
record of base plate. See 
Fi". 2-1. 

Borros Z-Z Barro., Anchor head housing con- Can be installed R~quirea survey crew. .0.2" Good 
Anchor Sweden taining retracted steel at·anyelevation. 

prongs, connected to Simple. 
steel pipe and driven into 
ground to elevation at 
which settlement is to be 
me&su red. Rod intle rted 
within pipe to ('unta,'t top 
of prongs. Prongs driven 
out'. using rod. tu form 
anchor. Rod withdrawn. 
Elevation of top of pipe 
give:tt settlement rC("ord 
of ant:hor. If len~th of 
pipe more th~n lew feet, 
upper lcnl!"ths shuuld be 
protected using casi.ng. 
See F"ig. 2-2. 

-

Approximate 
Coat 

(Equipment 
Supply Onlyl 

$30 

Base Plate $30 

Pipe $2/ft. 

Anchor $15 

Pipe $1. sO/Ct. 

Remark. ___ 0. 

Can ule 2 concentric 
tubes to isul,ate {ron, 
Croat heave. 

Dorru. anchor (lee Ref. 
No. 2-2' drive" through 
pipe c,:an be uled as 
benchn\ark. clin\aUng 
need Cur ~urvey crew. 

(See Fig. Z-31 

Can also be ... oed aa a 
benchmark. 

l 

, 

~ 
~ 



Instrunlent 

Crossarm 
Type 

Mechanical 
Type witholl 
Cr08sarn18 

Ref. 
No. 

3-1 

3-Z 

Radio S.>nde 13-3 
Type 

Manufacturer 
(Designer) 

Soil 
Instruments. 
London. 
Soiltes!, 
Chicago 
(USBR) 

Slope Indicator 
Seattle 
(Wilson) 

Idel, 
Germany 

TABLE 3. MULTI-POINT VERTICAL TUBE SETTLEMENT GAUGES 

Principle oC Operation Advant_~e8 

Telescoping steel tube in- Long experience 
stalled vertically. Relative record. Crossarm. 
n\Ovement between tube and provide positive 
s,lrrounding fill prevented driving for(:e to 
Ly cr08sarm& fixed to tube. slide tubing. Can be 
Location of lower end of used at any angle. 
each section of lube mea... Sinlple. 
sHred using probe with 
sprin~ loaded pawls. 
See FlK, 3-1. 

L...oocation of lower ends of 
sections of inclinometer 
tuhe measu red using probe 
with spring loaded pawls. 
S~e Ref. No. 8-Z and 
Fig. 8-Z 

Telescoping plastic tubes 
surrounded at selected 
locations by annular alum
inunl plates Cree to move 
along tube. Radio sonde. 
traveling through tuhe on 
calibrated cable transmits 
radio siRnal to gauge house 
each tinle it passes a plate. 
Distan('e Crom sonde to 
gauge house measllred on 
('alibratcd ('able. Sunde 
('olltain8 power source. 
Traction cable aclH as 
anten,na. See Fig. 3-3. 

Long expe rience 
record. See Remarks 
t.:olumn. Simple. 

Does not depend on 
proper sliding 
between tubing 
sections. See 
Remarks column. 

Limitations 

rnte rCe res with CHUng 
operations. Claws in 
probe may jam. De
pends on proper sllding 
between tubin~ sections. 
Cannot be installed in 
bodnge. Requires Bur

vey crew. 

Requires survey crew. 
Claws in probe may 
jam. Depends on pro
per sliding between 
tubing sections. No 
positive driving force 
between 80il and tubing. 
Errors due to bends in 
tubing. 

Conlplcx. Local radio 
stations can cause 
interference. Cannot 
be used in ho rings. 
Errors due to bends in 
lubinA. Requi rcs 
survey crew. 

Accuracy I Reliability 

*0.4" 

*0.4" 

Disc 
detection 
*0. I". 

Absolute 
accuracy 
depends 
on length 
oC traction 
cable. 

Fair 
(Damage 
Potential) 

Fair 
(Damage 
Potential) 

Fair 
(Damage 
Potential) 

Approximate 
COSt 

(Equipment 
Supply Only) 

$450 
Tubing $Z. SO 

per ft. 

$150 

Tubing $4.00 
per ft. 

$3500 

Tubing $15/ft. 

Remarke 

All these gauges can be 
used to measure move
ment at any angle and as 
part or a syatenl to mea
sure movenlent in 3 dir
ections. When used aa 
settlcnlcnt gaut.:cs, 
horizontal nlovenlent of 
the tuhing can be measurec 
us in»: an inclino1l1cter. 
Whcn used as horizontal 
nlovenlent gauRcs. a 
tra(.'tion wi re i. rcqui red. 
and settlelncnt of the tub
ing can be measured 
using a movable full pro
fi Ie settlernent gauge. 
When installed as settle
ment gall~e6 through fill 
they interfere with filling 
operations. 

~ 
CIT 



TABLE 3. MULTI-POINT VERTICAL TUBE SETTLEMENT GAUGES (cont'd, 

Approximate 1 Co.t 
Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 

! In.lrumenl No. lDe.i"ner' PrlnclD'e of ODera\ion Advantageo LimitaUon. Accuracy Reliability SUDDly OnlY' Remark. 

Impedance 3-4 Soil Teleocopinll pla.tic tube. Doeo not dr-pend on Short expe rlence Oilc Fair $500 See Remark. column lor 
Type In.trument., surrounded at .elected proper .lidinl record. Error. due detection (Damalle Ref. N" •• 3-Z and 3-3 

London lac.Uon. by annula r .teel between tublnll to bend. In tublnll • *°.1". Potentia" Tu bini $4Ift. 
(Buildin, plates free to move along • echon •. can be Require. lurvey crew. Ab.olute 
Ro.earch tube. Probe containing uled in borings accuracy 
Station, electrical coil travela through .oft clay. depend. 

throullh tube on calibrated Simple. See on length 
cable. Each time coil Remark. column. o! traction ~ 
pa •• e. a plate. ci rcuU. cable 
expo rience cha rite in 
inlpod.nce. 0" tance 
from probe to lIauRe hou.e 
meaoured on calibrated 
cable. Powe r louree l. 
in lauRe hoUI •• 

See Fig. 3-3 
~ ---- --- --- -~-- ----



TABLE 4. SINGLE POINT REMOTE SETTLEMENT GAUGES WITH BOTH ENDS AT SAME ELEVATION 

Approximate 
Cost Ref. Manufacture r 
(Equipment Instrument No. (Designer) Princ~e of Operation \dvantaRes Limitations Accuracy Reliability Supply Only) Remarks I 

Hose Level 4-1 Local. Simple manomcte r con- Very precise. 
Soilteat. taining water, lerminat- Simple. 

Great care must be ,00.01" Excellent $Z50 Chicago lng at each end in Sighting Long experience 
(Terzaghi) tube. Each sighting tube record. 

taken to eliminate 

hung on wa 11 mounted pin trapped air. Special 

whose relative elevations precautions must be 

arc to be nlCaSUI't!t.I. taken if temperature 

Mi('rOineter spindles ad- or ai r pressure dif-

vanced to touch water fers between sighting 

surfaces sinluitaneously. tubcs. Must take 

Microlneter readings special precautions if 

give relative elevation. freezing conditions. 

Buried 4-Z Soil" Rock Simple manometer be- Simple. Sensitive to tempera- :i:0.5" Excellent $IZO 
Version of Instrumenta- tween buried settlement Inexpensive. ture. Tubing nlUst be 

I Hose Level tion, point and gauge house. laid in conduit to pre-
Boston Fluid is normally water. vent squashing. Must 

but nlcrcury used if take special precau-
frcezin~ problems. Set- tions ,f freezing 
tlenlent measured by conditions. ~ 
lowerin~ ~auge house 
nlanometer arm until 
fluid level is at an orig- i 
inal position relative to 
nlanonleter tube. Distance 
lowered equals settle-
ment. See Fi '. 4-2 

Buried 4-3 Soil " Rock As for Clef. No. 4-Z with Simple. Must take special :t:()..l" Excellent $140 
Version of Instrumentation. two cle(:trical ('ontacts in Inexpensive. precautions if freezinf,: 
HOle Level Boston buried manometer. Gaul!.c conditions. 
with house manometer raised 

.Electrical to complete circuit. 
Contact ~luid lcvel in gauge house 

manonleter equ~1s eleva-
tion at upper electrical 
conta(·t. 

Overflow 4-4 Soil SiInple nlanometer. Water Simple Must use de-aired "'0. 3" Excellent $100 
Type Instruments, added to gauge house a rnl water. MUBt take 

London until it overflows from "pedal precautions Tubing 
(Building buried arnl. Equilibrium if freezing conditiuntf. $0. 301ft. 
Research level of water in gauge 
Station) house a rnl provides 

I 
settlenlent record. See 
Fig. 4-4. 



TABLE 5. SINGLE POINT REMOTE SETTLEMENT GAUGES WITH ENDS AT DIFFERENT ELEVATIONS 

Approximate 
Cost 

Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 
Instrument No. !Desi~nerl PrinciDle of ODe ration Advanta~es Limitations Accuracy Reliability Supply Onlyt Remarks 

Overflow 5-1 None at As for Ref. No. 4-4, but Cell can be below Must uae de-aired wa- ,to. 5" Excellent $500 
Type present with pressure datum of gauge house. ter. Must take opecial 

both manometer surfaces precautions H freezing Tubing 
(DunnicliU) elevated by air pressure. conditions. $0.40/Ct. 

Air pressure and water 
level in gauge house 
manometer arm provide 
settlement record. 

Electrical S-Z Soil Me reu ry added unde r Cell can be below Sensitive to to. ]11 Good $350 
Contact Instruments, pressure to gauge house gauge house. No temperature. including 

Type London end of tube until upper freezing problema. 100 feet tubing 
(Road surface contacts metal 
Research colla r a round tube. 
Labo rato ry I Contact recognized by ~ 

completion of electric 
drcuit via mercury, 
collar. and wire from 
(,"ol~ar to gauge huusc. 
Elevation at collar cal-
culated knowing pressure 
applied to mercury. See 
Fig. S-Z. 

Type Using 5-3 Telemac, CloBed box buried in fill, Cell can be below Senaitive to Short term Unknown Not fully developed. 
Piezometer France with nylon tube leading to gauge houae. tempe:rature. Error. Unknown only. Could uae any type of 

gauge house. Tube and Digital reading. due to ze ro d rUt could piezometer. 
box are filled with water, arille. 
with upper 8urfac~ of wa-
ter visible in gauge house. 
Vibrati.n~ wi rc piC:tulllctcr 
lnllta lied ins ide box, with 
lead to gaUlle house. Water 
pressure in box nleaaured 
using a piezometer, and 
elevation of piezometer 
computed from known wa-
ter pressure and level of 
water surfacc in: gauge 

I huuse. SU('"(,"ClilIlVC read-
ingll "ivc e;cttlm'll~nt re- I (,"rd. St!t'! }O~lJt. -;-3 
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TABLE 5. 

Ref. Manufacturer 
Instrument No. (Desil!ner) 

Overflow 5-4 None at 
Type present. 

(California 
Dept. of 
Water 
Resources) 

Pneumatic 5-5 Terra Tee, 
Type Seattle 

'-------~--~ ~- ----'-----~~ 

.. 

SINGLE POINT REMOTE SETTLEMENT GAUGE WITH ENDS AT DIFFERENT ELEVATIONS (cont'd) 

Approximate 
Coot 
(Equipment 

Principle of Operation Advantaj{e.8 Limitations Accuracy Reliability Supply Only 

Water added under pres .. Cell can be above Must use de-aired Depends Excellent $150 
sure to gauge house arm gauge house. water. Must take on 
of mana mete r until it speci.al precaution if pressure Tubing 
ave rHaws from Crom freezing conditions. gauge. $0. 301ft. 
buried arm. Measured 
pressure provides 
settienlcnt record. 

Me reu ry added unde r Cell can be above Sensitive to temper- ,00.3" Good Cell $50 
pressure to gauge house or below gauge ature. Risk of air Dependo 
a rm of manonlcte r until houle. locka in mercury line on eleva- Control 
check valve closed at if cell Is below gauge tion Unit $1600 
buried arm in cell. house. difference 
Mercury surface in cell between Tubing 
cory.tacts one side of two ends $0. 401ft. 
flexible diaphrallm. of system 
Pressure applied to other 
side. Measured air 
pressures provide settle .. 
ment record. See Fig. 
5-S 
~.-- -~ --_._--'---------~ ~~--~. -- - ------ -_. - ---- '---~---

Remarks 

I 

~ r.o 



TABLE 6. MULTI-POINT REMOTE SETTLEMENT GAUGES 

Approximate 
Cost 

Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 
Instrument No. (Desillner, Principle 01 Operation A.dvantages Limitations Accuracy Reliability Supply Only, Remarks 

Electrical 6-1 Soil A.s for Ref. No. S-l using Cells can be below Sena i ti. ve to tempe ra- :1::0.3" Good $600 including 
Contact Type Instruments. several cells in series, gauge house. No lure. three (3' (ells 

London with separate collar and freezing probten18. and lOO ft. 
(Road Research electrical wire for each tubing. 
Laboratorv, (·cll. 

Liquid Flow 6-Z Telemac, Liquid filled nlanonleter. Cells can he below Air bubbles can Unknown Unknown Unknown Not fully developed. 
Type France wlth inte rnal diameter of ~auge house. can falsify readings. 

nlanometer substantially he adapted to 
enlarged at poinb where record with cella 
scttlenlent nleasurements above gauge house. 
are requi red. Liquid blown 
uut of nlanonleter by stead-
ily increasing air pressure 
and a plot made oC pres-
sure versus time. Steps in 
plot indicate enlargelnents. 
and settlement record 
prepared ironl nlagnitude 
of air pressure. See 
Fi '. 6-2 

g 
Precile 6-3 None at Stnlplc manonlcte r with Very precise. All cello muot be at ±O,O05" Good Unknown 
Water Level present. Cloat in liquid at each Cree Automatic recording. same elevation. 
Type (Building surface. Top of each float Calibrated after Sho rt expe rience 

Reseach bears on displacement insta 11ation. record. 
Station, transdu(;er attached to 

wall oC manometer tube. 
He tali ve nu)vement of two 

! 
t~nds of manomete r tube 
calibrated to relative 
transducer readings. Be-
comes a multi-point sys-
tem if several inter-
connected nlanometers 
are used. See Fig. 6-3. 

Precise 6-4 None at Weig',t suspended on invar Very precise. Shurt experience ~O.OOOl" Good Unknown 
Suspended present. wire (r0111 upper an('hor Automatic recording. record. 
Weight Type (Building in vertical rock face. Yoke Calibrated after 

Research on wire bears on displace- ina ta nation. 
Station, nlent transdu('e r attached 

to lower anchor in rock 
face. Distance between 
anchors calibrated to 
transducer reading. See 
FiA. (,-4 



Instrument 

Overflow 
Type 

Air-water 
Pres.ure 
Balance 
A(:'ro •• 
Balloon 

Air-water 
Pressure 
8alance 
Acrose 
Balloon 

Ref. 
No. 

7-1 

7-Z 

7-3 

Manufacturer 
(Designer) 

None at 
present. 
(Tirol Water 
Power 
Company, 
Austria) 

Borros, 
Sweden 
(Swedish 
Geotechnical 
Institute) 

None at 
present. 
(Corp. uf 
Engineer.) 

TABLE 7. 

Prindple of Operation 

Probe and tube pulled 
along approximately 
horizontal casing using 
wire with puUey at end. 
Probe stopped at any 
location and level of 
Hquid in probe measured 
using overflow technique, 
with probe and tube as 
one arm of manometer. 

Plastic pipe laid on 
ground. Probe and co
axial tube pulled along 
plastic pipe. lnne r tube 
ternlinates in a rubber 
balloon, and is air filled. 
Outer tube is liquid fill ... 
ed. Probe stopped at any 
location, ai.r pressure 
increased until rubber 
balloon expands and 
liquid"rises in gauge 
house end of outer tube. 
Air prestfure and liquid 
level in outer tube pro
vide settlement record 
of pipe at probe location. 
See Fig. 7-Z. 

Principle of operation 
similar to Ref. No. 7-2 
above. Exact details 
unknown. 

FULL PROFILE SETTLEMENT GAUGES 

Advantages 

Simple. 
See remarks 
column. 

Probe can be 
below gauge house. 
Only plastic pipe 
buried. See renlarks 
column. 

Probe can be 
below gauge house. 
Only plastic pipe 
buried. See 
remarks column. 

Limitations Ac(Ouracy I Reliability 

Must use de-aired t *0.3" Excellent 
liquid. Probe must be 
at same elevation as 
gauge house. Must 
take special precautions 
if freezing conditions. 

Must take special pre
l.autions if freezing 
conditions. MUBt use 
de·aired liquid. 

Must. take special 
precautions if 
free2.i.nK ('onditions. 
Other limitations 
unknown. 

*0.5" 
Using 
300' 
tube 

Unknown 

Excellent 

Unknown 

to 

Approximate 
Coat 
(F;qu\prnent 
Supply Only I 

Unknown 

$1500 

Pipe $0.50 -
$0.70/ft. 

Unknown 

Remark. 

All these gauges provide 
a settlement record of a 
full profile, nut merely at 
a single point. In each 
case the expensive part 
of the system (the readout 
unit) ia portable, and 
therefore can be used on 
more than one job and 
nlaintained under l.1bora
tory (:ondition •• If tele ... 
<.:oping joints are used in 
the buried pipes through 
which the gaugetf ope rate. 
the pipe$ <.:an also be used, 
in conjun<.-tion with gau)(es 
Ref. Nos. 3- 3 and 3-4 to 
provide 1l1CcUlllrcnlcnts uf 
horizontalllluvenlcnttJ. 

en ... 



TABLE 7. FULL PROFILE SETTLEMENT GAUGES (cont'd) 

Approxilnatc 
C"ot 

Ref. Manulacturer (Equipment 
Instrument No. (De.illner' Principle of Operation Advantage. Limitatiuna Accuracy Reliability Supply Only Remark. 

Pressure 7-4 Ractest. Liquid (HIed plastic pipe Transducer can Buried pipe must be "'0.5" Unknown $5000 
Transducer Montreal conne<:ted at each end to be below gauge watertight. Must have Possibly 
In Water (National overflow reservoir. house. Digital access to both enda of better. 
Filled Pipe Research Electrical pressure reading. See plastic pipe. Sensitive 

Council of transducer pulled along remarks column. to temperature. 
Canada) pipe and stopped at any All theae gaugeB provide 

location. Pressure at a aettlement record of a 
transducer and liquid .!!!!! profile. not merely at 
level in reservoirs give a .ingle point. In each 
settlement record 01 case the expensive pa rt 
pipe at transducer of the system (the read-
location. See Fig. 7 -4. out unit) i. portablc. and 

therefore can be used on 

.gj 
Pre.aure 7-5 None at Plastic pipe laid on Probe can be Muat uae de-aired "'0.5" Unknown $5000 mure than one job and 

Tranaducer preaent. ground. Probe and liquid below gauge houle. liquid. Sen.itive to Poaoibly maintained under l.bora. 
In Water (Soil I. Rock filled tube tube pulled Digital reading. temperature. better. tory (:undition •. If telel. 
Filled llooe Inltrument- along plastic pipe. Probe See remarks coping joi.nts are uBed in 

allon. Bo.ton) containB electrical colunln. the buried pip". throullh 
pressure transducer, and whi.ch the gauKes operate, 
is stopped at any location. the pipe. l:an alsn be used, 
-Pressure at transducer in conjunction with gauge. 
and liquid level in gauge Ref. Nus. 3-3 and 3-4 to 
house end of tube Kive provide nlcaaurementa of 
settlement record of "horizontal 1l1UVenl.entB. 
pipe at probe location. 
See Fig. 7-5. 

Two Uquld 7-6 Soil Buried manometer tube Manometer tube MUlt use de-aired Unknown Unknown Unknown Not fully developed. 
Pre •• ure Inatrument., pa rUy filled with can be below gauge liquid. Sensitive to 
Balance London nl.ercury. remainder houae. Readout temperature. Other 

(Tippeto- filled with lighter liquid. unit can be connect- limitations unknown. 
Abbett- Pressures at two enda of cd to more than 
McCarthy- Inanometer gi.ve mea8ure one bu ried Inano-
Stratton) of elevation of liquid nleter tube. Very 

inte rface. See Fig. 7 -6. long lengths of 
tube can be -used. 

-
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TABLE 7. 

Ref. Manufacturer 
Instrument No. (Designer) Principle of Operation 

Ai r-me reu ry 7-7 Terra Tee. Plastic pipe laid On 

Pressure Seattle ground. Probe and nylon 
Balance tubes pulled along plas-

tic pipe. Mercury added 
under pressure to gauge 
house a rm of one nylon 
tube which forms 
nlercury nlanometer 
until check valve closes 
in probe. Mercury 
surface in probe con-
tacts one side oC flexible 
diaphragm. Pressure 
on diaphragm balanced 
by air pressure applied 
to other side. Measured 
air pressures give 
settlenlent record of 
pipe at probe location. 

For single point version. 
See Fig. S-5. 

FULL PROFILE SETTLEMENT GAUGES (cont'd, 

Advantages Limitations Accuracy Reliability 

Probe can be Sensitive to *0.)" Unknown 
above or below temperature. Rhk of Depends 
gauge house. air locka in mercury on eleva-
See remarks line if probe is below tion dif-
column. gauge house. ference 

between 
probe and 
gauge 
house. 

sO. 01 11 

Claimed 
llsing 
electrical 
pressure 
readout if 
~levation 

difference 
small. 

-

Approximate 
Cost 

(Equipment 
Supply Only) 

Unknown 

Remarks 

Full profile ve fll ion 
of single point remote 
gauge Ref. No. S-5. 

Not fully deve loped. 

See remarks column 
for Ref. No •• 7-4 and 
7-S. 

I 
I 

! 

CIT 
C;J 



TABLE 8. INCLINOMETERS (HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT GAUGES) 

Ref. Manufacturer 
Instrument No. (Deai"ner) Principle of Operati'on "dvantagea Limitations AccuracY Reliabilit v 

Simple "poor 8-1 Local Rigid PVC tubing inatalled Simple. Poor sensitivity. Very Good 
man'a ll Type in vertical boring or Inexpensive. crude. 

through fill. Increasing 
lengtha of ateel rod lowe r-
ed in turn i.nside tubing. 
Length of rod able to pass 
a given point is related to 
curvature of tubing at that 
point, and hence rough 
profile of tubing can be 
determined. 

Wheatstone 8-2 Slope Casing installed vertically Long experience Lengthy calculationa. I" in Very good. 
Bridge Type Indicator, or alightly inclined to the record. Normal Require. 4 insertions 200 ft. 

Seattle vertical. Probe lowered ranHe limited to in caling (or move-
(Wilaon) down casing, orientation *12 but can be ments In 2 axe8. Not 

nlaintained using grooves modified to work at suitable {or automatic 
insi4e casing. Tilt oC any inclination to readout. 
probe meaaured by point vertical. Not 
ur pendulum which moves sensitive to 
over rcsistan('e "'oil form- temperature. 
ing two arms oC Telescoping casing 
Wheatstone Bridge circuit. available. 
Horizontal movements 
throughout depth of casing 
con\puted by succe68ive 
addition using tangents oC 
measured angles between 
pendulum and vc rHcal. 
See Fig. 8-l 

Approximate 
eoat 
(Equipment 
SUDDlv Onlv I 

Tubing 
$0. 501ft. 

$4000 
complete 
with 100 Ct. 
cable 

.' 

Remarks 

Can a.1::Io he used alJ slip 
andic3tor hy leavlng rod 
at bottolll u( tubing, with 
wire to top. Movement 
of a slip aurface detected 
by failure to pull rod past 
point of disturbance. 

If telescoping ca.sing is 
used, all these .ystems 
can also provide a nleans 
of nleaauring .ettlen\ent 
by using a multi ... point 
verUC'al lube settlement 
gauge. Se'e Ref. Noa. 
3-1 to 3-4 

C/!
~ 
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TAB LE 8. INCLINOMETERS (cont'd) 

Ref. Manufacturer 
Instrument No. (Designer) Principle of Operation Advantages Limitations 

Photographic 8-3 Eastman. As Ref. No. 8-2 except Ope rates in plain Lenthy calculationse 
Type Germany fo r method of tilt mea- casing. Can be used Complicated. No means 

suremenl and orientation at any inclination. al measuring settlement 
control. Tilt measured by Requires only one along casing. 
photographically record- insertion in caSing 
ing pOSition of free swing- (or movements in 
ing pendulum. Orientation 2 axes. 
control using magnetic 
bearinR or torque rods. 

Diffe rentlal 8-4 Dames" A. Ref. No. 8-2 except Continuous reading Range Ihnited 10 J:S
o

. 
Tran.former Moore, for method of tilt mea- with integrator and No means of measuring 
Type La. Ansel .. surement. Tilt measured recorder chart. settlement along 

by linear voltage cas ing. Requi res 4 
displacement transCormer. insertions in casing 

Co r n\ovemen1s in 
. Z axes. 

Vibrating 8-5 Telemac. A. Ref. No. 8-2, except Required only 2 Lengthy calculations. 
Wire Strain France Cor method oC tilt mea- insertions in «.:a8in8 Errors due to zero 
Gauge Type suremen1. Tilt measured Cor movements in drilt could arise. 

by four vibrating wire Z axes. Suitable for 
strain gauges mounted autonlatic readout. 
around stiff pendulum. Incorpo rates device 

for measuring depth. 
Can be modified to 
work at any inclin-
ation to ve rHeal. 
Telescoping casing 
availa~le. - --

Accuracv Reliabilitv 

I" in 60 ft. Good 
(,'laimed. 

I" in Good 
bO ft. 
claimed. 

I" in Good 
100 ft. 
claimed. 

~ 

Approxinlate 
Cost 
(Equipment 
SUDDlv Onlv) 

$4500 excludin~ 
casing. 
Casing cost 
unknown. 

Not available 
for sale or 
lease. 

$5000 
including 
unroller 
counter and 
100 ft. cable. 

Casing 
$4.00/ft. 

Remarks 

If telescoping casing ia 
used. all these system. 
("an also provide a mean. 
of rneaauring settlenlcnt 
by using a multi ... point 
vertical tube settlement 
gauge. See Ref. NOB. 

3-1 to 3-4. 

I 

I 

I 

I 
CII 
CIT 



TABLE 8. INCLINOMETERS (cont'd, 

.\pproximate 
Cost 

Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 
Instrument No. (De.igner' Principle of Operation Advantages Limitations Accuracv Reliabilitv SUDDlv Only, I Remarks 

Tensioned 8-6 Eaatman, Probe inserted inlo Precise. Guide rods heavy to Very Good Unknown I Portable version of 
Wire Type Germany plastic casing on end of Operateo in plain handle. Expensi ve accurate. Ref. No. 11-5 

orientation rods. Probe casing. Can be at and complex. Exact 
(Inte r fe Is' consists of two flexibly any inclination. figure 

connected parts, a deflec- Readout can be unknown. 
tion head and a guide automated. 
housing. A tensioned wi re 
passes between the head 
and the housing. Ae the 
probe is moved along a 
non-li.near casing the wire 

CIt moves relative to the end I 
of the housing 80 that it is O'J no longe r central within 
the housing. The wire 
position is measured by If teleocoping caoing io 
electrical transducers used. all these .y.tema 
mounted in the housing and can al.o provide a meana 
Crom lhe transmitted of meaauring settlement 
Signals a deflection 

by uaing a multi. .. point 
tra ve rae if plotteda ve rtical tube settlement 

Bonded I 8-7 I Soil 
As Ref. No. 8 - Z, except Adjllstable r~nge, Lengthy calculationa. 1" in Fair $1500 

gauge. See Ref. Nos. 
3-1 to 3-4. 

Resislance Inatruments, for method of tilt 0-5 or 0-Z5 • Requires 4 insertions ZOO ft. complete 
Strain London nleasurementa Tilt Calibration frame in caBing for move ... for 0_50 with 100 ft. 
Gauge Type (Building measured by bonded available. ments in Z axes. No range. cable. 

Research resislance atrain gauges means of measuri.ng 
Station, mounted on stiff oettlement along Casi.ng 

pendulum. casing. Casing may $1. 501ft. 
twi st. Sens iti ve to 
temperature. Strain 
gauge ci.rcuitry. 
unslable. 



Instrument 

Accelero
meter Type 

Accelero
meter Type 

Accelero .. 
meter Type 

Manufa ctu re r Ref. 
No. (Deail!ller) _ I Princil'le_oCOperation 

8-8 

8-9 

Geo .. Testing. 
San Rafael 
(liall) 

Slope 
Indicator, 

Seattle 

8-10 I M.I.T. Civil 
Engineering 
Depa rtment, 
Cambridge 

"'0 Ref. No.8-Z. except 
for method of tilt 
measurement. Tilt 
measured by two closed 
loop servo accelero
meters. 

Aa Ref. No. 8-8 

A. Ref. No. 8-8 

TABLE 8. INCLINOMETERS (cont'd) 

Advantages 

Normal r~nge limit
ed to *14 , but can 
be modified to work 
at any inclination to 
vertical. Requires 
only 2 insertions in 
casing for move
nlenls in 2 axes. 
Adaptable Cor auto .. 
matic readout. 
Casing orientation 
measuring device 
available. Tele
scoping casing 
available. 

Normal range ~22° 
but can be nlodiCied 
to work at any in
clination to vertical. 
Reqllircs only 2 
inse rtions in cas ing 
lor movements in 
Z axes .. \daptable 
lor automatic read
out. Telescoping 
casing available. 

Normal range *30
0 

but can be mod ilied 
to work at any in
clanation to vertical. 
Fullyautonlatit
version available to 
measure movement 
in 3 axes. 

Limitations 

Lengthy calculations. 

Lengthy calculation •• 
Short experience 
record. 

No casing supplied, 
but can be used in 
Slope Indicato r Co. 
casing. Requires 4 
inse rHons in cas inR 
for rrlovemenls in 
2 axes. Short 
experience record. 

Accuracv~_.Reliabi~ 

III in 
1000 ft. 
claimed. 

I" in 
1000 ft. 
claimed. 

." i.n 600 ft. 
claimed. 

Good 

Good 

Fai.r 

'. " 

Approximate 
eost 
(Equipnlent 
S"pply OnlYl~emarl<a 

$6000 
complete 
with 100 ft. 
cable 

Casing 
$4.00/ft. 

$7000 
complete 
with 100 ft. 
,'able. 

Casing 
$4.00/ft. 

Not 
available 
lor sale. 

U telescoping casinl ia 
used. all these systema 
can also provide a mean. 
of meaau ring aettlemen& 
by uains a multi-point 
verUcallube aettlr.-ment 
gauRe. See Ref. No •• 
3-1 to 3-4. 

~ 



TABLE 8. INCLINOMETERS (cont'dl 

.\'pprOXlmate 
Cost 

Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 
Instrument8 No. (Desillnerl Principle of Operation Adv~ntaRea Limitations Accuracy Reliability Supply Only Renlarks 

Fully 8-11 Applied Corrugated casing install- Full 360° range. No field performance ." in Unknown $10,000 Not fully developed 
Automatic Geodata ed at any angle. Probe Automatic to date. 500 ft. complete 
Type Systems, tracked along casing. De- recording. claimed. with 100 ft 

Boaton viations perpendicular to Measures move- cable and 
casing measured by two ment in 3 axes. tape punch. 
optical digital ahaft posi-
tion encoders with damp .. Casing 
ed penduli. Deviations $6. 501ft. 
along line of casing mea-
ured by cog wheel which 
counts corrugations in II tete. coping casing 
casing. Movement in three 

ia used, all theae 
axes recorded automatic-

system. can a1110 
ally. 

provide a nleans 
~ 

Bonded 8-12 Geo8istemas, As Ref. 8 .. 2, except for Range ,,30°. !...enthy calculations. 111 in Unknown Unknown 
of measuring 
settlement by U8 inK 

Resistance Mexico method of tilt measure- Other advantages Other disadvantages 300 ft. a multi-point vertical 
Strain Gauge ment. Tilt measu red by unknown. unknown. claimed. tube settlenlent gauge. 
Type bonded resistance strain See Ref. Nos. 3-1 to 

gauges mounted on stiff 3-4. 
pendulum. 

Pneumatic 8-13 Terra Tee, As Ref. No. 8-2, except No electrical Lengthy calculations. 1" in Unknown Unknown 
Type Seattle for method of tilt mea-. problema. Other Other disadvantage. 500 ft. 

8urement. Tilt measured advantages unknown. claimed. Not fully developed 
I 

by nulling pendulum unknown. 

I 
using air pressure. 

r 
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TABLE 9. EXT ENSOM ETERS 

Approximate 
Cost 

Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 
Instrument No. (Designer) Principle of Operation Advantages Limitations Accuracy Reliability Supply Only Remarks 

Dial Gauge 9-1 Terrametric8. Stainless sleel wire Large reading Sensitive to ±.OOZ" Good Head $700 
Type Colorado stretched between range. Direct tempe rature. Claimed 

anchor in boring and mechanical reading. Anchor $40 
head o( surface. Con- Can be converted 
nection at head to sens- to remote reading. Dial I 

ing rod via coil spring_ Recoverable head. indi(:alor 
Position of outer end of More blast resist· $100 
sensing rod determined ant than electrical I 
using dial indicator. types. 
Relative movement of 
anchor and head given 

I by sensing rod position. 

Bonded 9-2 Terrametric8. Stai.nless steel wire Suitable tor auto- Sensitive to temp- ".001" Good (or Head $1000 
Real_lance Colorado stretched between malic readout. erature. Errore due Claimed short term. ~ 
Strain Cauge anchor in boring and Each head ,can to .zero drift could Anchor $40 
Type head at surface. accommodCite wires arise. Any change in 

Connection at head via from 8 anchors. electrical connections Readout 
spring cantilever. Re .. affects readings. unit $1800 
sistance strain. gauge, 
bonded to cantilever, 
nlea!tl1 res strain in 
cantilever whit'h ia cal-
ibrated to relative move .. 
ment of ancho rand 
head. See Fig. 9-2 

Vibrating 9-3 Telemac, Stainless steel wire Can be manufactured Errors due to zero ~. 001 x Good for Head $1000 Also available as a 
Wire Strain France stretched between for any required drifl I.'ould arise. range short term. fully embedded inst rument 
Gauge Type anchor in boring and range. Distance Sensitive to claimed. Anchor with anchor at each end 

head at surface. Con~ from recorder to temperature. unknown. of wire. 
nection at head via cali- lip creates no prob-
bra ted spring and vibrat- lern. High sensitiv- Readout 
lng wire strain gauge. ity if ran~e is small. unit $2000 
Relative movement of Suitable for auto-
anchor and head given by tnath .. readout. Eat:h 
frequency of vibration head I.'an a,:nUllo .. 
of strain gauge. Sec elate wires fronl. 
Fi\:. 9-3 6 anI. hnrs. 

----- --- --



TABLE 9. EXTENSOMETERS (cont'd) 

Approximate 
Cust 

I 
Ref. Manufactu re r (Equipment 

Inetrument No. (Designer) Principle of Operation Advantages Limitations Accuracy Rdiabilay Supply Only) Remark. 

Potentiomete r 9-4 Slope Stainless ateel wire Large reading Sensitive to *.002" Good for Head $700 
Type Indicator, stretched between anchor range. Suitable for temperature. Any Claimed ahort term 

Seattle in boring and head at sur .. automatic readout. change in electrical Anchor $50 
face. Connection at head Each head can connections affects 
via constant tension accornrnodate wire_ readings. Readout 
spring. Wire passes over from 6 anchors. unit $Z50 
pulley which is coupled to 
a resistance element 
forming one half of a 
Wheatstone bridge circuit. 
Relative movement of 
aneho r and head given by 
circuit resistance mea-
surement. See Fig. 9-4. 

Teleacoplng 9-5 Solltut, Telescoping tubes of Very preche. Limited to Z5 foot *0.005" Excellent $1000 for Uaed for preci.e ~ 
Tube Type Chicago invar steel, mounted length. 6-11 !to deformation measure-

with dial indicator assem .. range, menta between roof and 
bly, is pos itioned between Including invert of tunnels, etc. 
two pe rmanent oppos ite master bar. 
stationa. Tubes extended 
to make contact at 
atations, and total tube 
length measured usi.ng a 

! dial indicator. 

':.1 
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TABLE 10. HEAV E POINTS 

-~~-

4.pproximate 
eoot 

Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 
Instrument No. (DesiRner) Principle of Operation Advantages Limitations Accuracy Re lia bili ty Supply Only) Remark. 

Simple 10-1 Local Anchor with conical head Simple. Poor sensili vity. oOO.Z" Fair lIead $ZO. 00 
Mechanical driven or grouted into Inexpensi ve. Risk of casing being Pipes and 
Type bottom of cased boring. damaged during rods 

Distance to head measur- excavation. Requires $1. 501ft. 
ed using matching probe survey crew. 
connected to rods which i 
are lowered inside ca8in~. I 

Elevation of top of rods 
measured by survey. 
Successive elevation 
measurements give 
record of soil heave at 
anchor. Many other device. ~ 

listed .1 settlement 
gauges can of courae 

Electrical 10-Z Slope Indicato r, A. Ref. No. 9-4 with Large reading Not l~lly developed. 000.005" Unknown Unknown also be uled .a heave 
Type Seattle system inverted. Readout range. Suitable Sensitive to claimed points. 

head installed at bottom for automatic temperature. Risk of 
of boring with tensioned readout. Each malfunction due to 
wires or rods to a series head can accom .. electrical failure at 
of anchors nearer modate wires from depth. Risk of damage 
ground surface. As 1 anchora. during excavation. Any 
excavation is made change in electrical 
successive anchors are connections affects 
removed but readings to readings. 
lower anchors are not 
inte r rupted. 



TABLE II. HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT GAUGES 

Approximate 
Cost 

Ref. Manufacturer (Equipment 
Instrument No. (Designer, Principle of Ope ration Advantages Limitations Accuracy Reliability Supply Only) Remark. 

Impedance 11-3 Soil Rigid P. V. C. tubing laid No traction Rods and coila left :to. I" Good Unknown 
Coil Type Instruments, horizontally. with steel problems. permanently in 

London plates spaced independ- ground. Errors due 
ently along its length. to bend. in tubing. 
Plate s located and move- Short experience 
ment detected by series record. 
of movable induction coils 
conne cted to rods and , 
contained in the P. V. C. 
tube. Rods connected to 
a winding mechanism and 
recording unit in the Many other devices 
gauge house. (Simila r in Hated .a aettlement 1j 
principle to Ref. No. 3-3) gauge., exlen.ometar., 

inclinometer. can a1ao 
Ten.ioned 11-4 Geo-Testing. Tensioned wire passing Can be at any Unknown. Unknown Unknown Unknown be used .a horizontal 

Wire Type San Rafael between anchors which inclination. movement gau8oa, 
form points of dellection. Precise. 
Electrical transducers Readout can be 
adjacent to wire between automated. 
anchors sense deflection 
of wire. 

Tensioned 11-5 Eastman, As Ref. No. 8-6 with Can be at any Expensive and Very Good Unknown 
Wire Type Germany tensioned wire passing Inclination. complex. Cannot accurate. 
(deflecto- (lnterfeh) between anchored knife. Precise. Readout record deflection Exact Permanently in. tailed 
meter) edges which form pOints can be automated. without bending. figure version of Ref. No. 8-6. 

of deflection. Anchor unknown. 
arrangement also con-
tains electrical trans-
ducers which sense 
deflection of wire. 

- _.- ------ - -- --- ._--- -- --- - ---- ----- -_ .. _-



TABLE II. HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT GAUGES '(cont'd) 

Ref. Manufacturer 
Instrurnent Nu. (Designer) Principle of Operation Advantages Linlitations Accuracy 

Transverse 11-1 Slope Taut wi.re stretched be- Can be installed Complex. .. 0.01" 
Exteonso- Indicator. tween ends of vertical at any inclination. Installation requires 
meter Seattle plastic tubing assembly. Very precise. very great care. 

Wire contacts horizontal 

- resistance sensing ete-
menta at p redetc rmined 
intervals of length. Each 
sensing element and the 
taut wire forn\ two arn18 
of a Wheatstone bridge 
circuit. Position of con· 
tact between taut wi re and 
each element, as mea-
su red on Wheats tune 
bridge, givca measure of 
hori.zontal deflection of 
BensinJt element. See 
Fig. 11- I. 

Shear Strip 11-2 Terrametrics, Two parallel electric-al Can locate deep Can make only one Depends 
Colorado wi res wi.th equidistant shea r planes. Can mealurement. on 

'frequent cross connect ... be automated to spacing. 
ions buried in fill or in- record time of ' between 
stalled in borehole. Each failure. Can be resistors. 
end connected to monitor. connected to alarol. 
U wires are broken by 
shearing, coolparison of 
resistance of lengths. on 
each side of break gives 
location of break. 1£ sum 
of two resistances does 
not equal ori~inal resist-
ance, at least two breaks 
are indicated and 10(·a_ 
tiuns of two ext rerne 
breakii can be dete rnlined. 
See Fig. 11-2 

.. 

Approximate 
Cost 
(Equipment 

Reliability Supply Only) 

Fair $1500 for 
60 foot long 
assenlbly 
with 5 
sensing 
elenlents 

Good Strip 
$5. 201ft. 

Readout 
$400 

Remarks 

Many other devices 
listed as settlement 
gauges, extensometer., 
inclinometers can also 
be used as horizontal 
movement ~augel. 

(!'J 
(,J 
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